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The dual purpose potential of PB190678 was identified early on in 2020 and he was ear 
marked for inclusion in the Adelaide Ram Sale, the AFA Stud Management believing him to 
be a ram of special interest to the industry.

However, 2020 being the year that it was, travel restrictions ultimately led to PB190678 
being a late withdrawal from Adelaide and we resolved to retain him in the Stud Flock and 
included him as a display ram at our sale day.

The one trip we were able to undertake in 2020 was in August to the Dubbo Ram Sale 
and Merino Exhibition. It was while he was here that the Haddon Rig Stud Team inspected 
PB190678 and had been impressed by his scale, while still remaining very correct and 
balanced, and had recognised that he was growing a high quality fleece, which was a true 
medium wool and a very good fit for the Haddon Rig type.

With no opportunity to buy at auction, Haddon Rig’s Andy Maclean and Stuart Murdoch  
travelled to Boonoke for the AFA Ram Auction and negotiated the private sale of PB190678, 
going to $65,000 to secure him. This continues a significant investment in the  
development of the Haddon Rig Poll Stud, which has included prior sire purchases from the 
Poll Boonoke Stud.

Genetically tested as a PP ram, PB190678 (SG ID 6000012019190678) was sired by 
Willandra Poll 170018 and his 2020 side sample measurements were FD 19.7, SD 3.1,  
CV 15.7 and CF 99.7. Examining the 21 June 2021 ASBVs, PB190678 was in the top 5% 
for Clean Fleece Weight, the top 1% for Post Weaning Weight and Yearling Weight and the 
top 10% for the MP+ and DP+ indexes. Semen is available by contacting the management 
team at either AFA or Haddon Rig.

In March 2021 the Australian Merino Sire Evaluation 
Association (AMSEA) released a listing of the Top 25  
High Use Sires that had been entered into Merino Sire 
Evaluation sites across Australia between 2015 - 2019.

Of the eligible 351 Merino Sire Evaluation entrants,  
two influential Poll Boonoke sires, PB150026 and  
PB160612, ranked in this list at 14 and 21.

The list was compiled from data in the MERINOSELECT 
analysis; identifying the number of progeny for each 
sire entered into the database and also tallied the 
number of flocks that had utilised the sire.

The MERINOSELECT database includes 2,629 progeny 
from 24 flocks for the two Poll Boonoke rams.  
Having sold in excess of 5,600 doses of semen from 
these two sires, including to repeat buyers, we know 
that the influence of PB150026 and PB160612 is 
broader than just those animals identified in the  
MERINOSELECT database.

Both sires continue to be utilised in the Poll Boonoke 
Stud flock with lambs on the ground again this year. 
Sixteen sons of PB160612 were amongst the 2020  
drop March shorn rams that went into the Ramshed 
earlier this year.

With more than 200 doses of semen sold from both 
rams in 2020 their direct influence across the industry  
is set to continue for some time yet.

The Wanganella & Poll Boonoke Studs will be  
participating in the Riverina Merino on property Open 
Day initiative again in 2021; having found it to be a 
well received and beneficial pre auction day inspection 
opportunity for clients in 2020. The Wanganella  
& Poll Boonoke Open Day will be held at Boonoke 
in the Woolshed yards on Thursday 2 September 
2021 between 9 am and 4 pm. The entire auction 
team will be on hand for your inspection.

$65,000 FOR DUAL PURPOSE SIRE DOUBLE SHOWING FOR POLL BOONOKE  
IN TOP 25 HIGH USE SIRES

RIVERINA MERINO  
ON PROPERTY OPEN DAY

PB190678 held by Joe Gerritsen and photographed with 
Justin Campbell (AFA), Andy Maclean (HR), Stuart Murdoch 
(HR) and Forbes Murdoch (AFA)

PB160612 - Photographed as a four year old in 2020



Negotiating the private sale of display ram PB190678 to Haddon Rig for 
$65,000 was an encouraging start to our 2020 sale day; and the total 
clearance of the 200 auction rams offered to a top of $13,000 and for  
an average of $3,493.75 was an excellent finish.

Thank you to all of the successful buyers, underbidders and advisers who 
supported our 2020 auction and to the purchasers of our 2019 drop flock 
grade rams. Facilitating the inspection of our 2019 drop rams proved to  
be challenging last year (and may well prove to be again this year), so  
we appreciated your business in what were strange operating times.

Wanganella 190385 x W170470
FD 19.6, SD 3.3, CV 16.8, CF 99.6
Top Priced Auction Ram $13,000
Purchased by Willandra Merino 
Stud, Jerilderie, NSW

Poll Boonoke 190044 & Poll Boonoke 191348
PB190044 – FD 20.9, SD 3.4, CV 16.3, CF 99.3
Equal top priced Poll Boonoke ram, $12,000
PB191348 – FD19.9, SD 3.5, CV 17.6, CF 98.7
Sold for $11,000  
Purchased by Almondvale Poll Stud, Urana, NSW

Poll Boonoke 190058 x PB130028
FD 17.0, SD 3.7, CV 21.8, CF 99.2
Equal top price Poll Boonoke ram,  
$12,000
Purchased by GR Mullighan & Co,  
Clare, SA

Wanganella 192250 x W170084
FD 19.6, SD 2.9, CV 14.8, CF 99.8
Sold for $12,000
Purchased by Woolkabin Stud, 
Katanning, WA

Wanganella 190304 x W170470
FD 20.4, SD 3.6, CV 17.6, CF 99.1
Sold for $10,000
Purchased by Kiawarra Stud,  
Weethalle, NSW

Photographed with Chris Bowman 
(Willandra Stud Classer), Ross Wells 
(Willandra Stud Principal), Alastair 
Provan, (AFA Chairman), Joe Gerritsen 
(AFA Stud Manager)

Photographed with Alastair Provan (AFA Chairman), Paul and Peter  
Routley (Almondvale Principals), Joe Gerritsen (AFA Stud Manager), 
Stephen Chalmers (Almondvale Classer)

Photographed with Chris Bowman 
(Classer), Alastair Provan (AFA 
Chairman), Joe Gerritsen (AFA Stud 
Manager)

Photographed with Justin Campbell 
(AFA GM), Forbes Murdoch (AFA 
Stud Master), Lachie Barrett (AFA 
Stud Overseer)

Photographed with Alex Karsten 
(Kiawarra Principal) and Angus Munro 
(AFA Stud Breeding Manager &  
Kiawarra Stud Classer)

VALE BILL MILDREN 1940 – 2021

A familiar and respected identity in the sheep industry, the 
passing of Bill Mildren in June 2021 has robbed us of an 
experienced sheepman, a steady yet innovative mentor, a 
strong sounding board and, most importantly, a valued 
friend.
Bill grew up on stations in Queensland, but jackarooed in 
NSW, moving between Warren, Nyngan and Deniliquin.  
Stepping up to an Overseer role Bill returned to Queensland, 
and more specifically the Isis Downs Stud at Blackall, but 
in 1963 Bill headed south again to the NSW Riverina, 
where he was to Overseer under Tom Cully at Wonga.  
This broad education in Stud Merino breeding and 
pastoral management; combined with Bill’s natural affinity 

for sheep and people, shrewd insight and commitment 
to breeding profitable sheep led to Bill developing an 
enviable classing run that encompassed thousands of 
sheep in four states.
We reflected on Bill’s career in our 2020 Newsletter,  
saddened at the time that sudden illness had restricted 
his capacity to wind down his long and distinguished 
career in the manner that he had planned and deprived 
him of a carefree, healthy retirement.
Now we mourn the loss of Bill. He was a proud family 
man; a thoughtful, practical sheepman; a wise counsellor 
for his clients and colleagues; an enthusiastic tutor and 
guide for the young; a vault of knowledge and stories;  
a gentleman; and a faithful friend.
Greatly missed, never forgotten.

2020 RAM AUCTION

The final break down of our 2020 auction was:

• 200 AFA rams offered and sold

Top of $13,000, 200 rams averaged $3,493.75
16 shedded rams averaged $8,062.50
184 paddock rams averaged $3,096.47

• 60 Wanganella rams offered and sold

Top of $13,000, 60 rams averaged $3,554.17
6 shedded rams averaged $7,666.67
54 paddock rams averaged $3,097.22

• 140 Poll Boonoke rams offered and sold

Top of $12,000, 140 rams averaged $3,467.86
10 shedded rams averaged $8,300.00
130 paddock rams averaged $3,096.15



PRODUCTIVE • BALANCED • MEASURED

ASBVs

Initially we offered Estimated Breeding Values for the 2013 drop Wanganella 
and Poll Boonoke stud rams. Subsequent stud progeny drops have been 
included in the MERINOSELECT Australian Sheep Breeding Values  
(ASBVs), with the staged inclusion of additional measurements each year 
as we have identified the data most beneficial to us, and our clients, and 
developed our system to collect accurate and reliable information.

In addition to expanding the data utilised in the creation of ASBVs for the 
Wanganella & Poll Boonoke sheep, we have boosted our commitment to 
the data by investing in genomic testing, again on a staged basis, until  
we have reached a level that we are comfortable with.

The data program varies for the differing  
management groups within the studs, but at this  
point we have settled on the following protocol  
regarding the data and DNA we collect:

Data

Wool:      fleece side sample tests, greasy fleece  
              weight and staple length.
Carcase: post weaning bodyweight, yearling 
              bodyweight and yearling scanning of  
              eye muscle and fat.
Visual:    breech wrinkle and breech cover scores.

Genomic Testing

Full test: ET bred lambs, shedded rams, selected  
              stud sires and  ET donor ewes.
DNA test: AI bred lambs, special stud ewes,  
              syndicate bred rams classed as potential  
              auction rams each February.

The significant investment of time and money  
required to participate in MERINOSELECT is  
directed at assisting clients to achieve their  
breeding goals through their sire selections by  
providing data to support their visual  
assessments. 

Our stud team utilise the data as an additional  
benchmarking tool to compare our progeny  
by sire.

Merino Superior Sires (MSS) is an evaluation program 
that compares the breeding performance of nominated 
sires by evaluating their progeny through a large number of 
expressed traits that have been identified as of importance by 
stud and commercial breeders.
Merino Sire Evaluation (MSE) program is a national  
program that is currently operating at 9 sites across  
Australia, 5 of which are also hosting the Merino Lifetime  
Productivity (MLP) Project.
The Australian Merino Sire Evaluation Association 
(AMSEA) manages both the MSE program and the MLP 
project at a national level. The AWI funded Merino Lifetime  
Productivity (MLP) Project is designed to capture lifetime 
data across diverse environments and Merino types to help 
better understand and deliver Merino ewe lifetime  
performance outcomes for the Australian Merino Industry.  
The project is a 10 year partnership between AWI, AMSEA,  
nominating stud breeders and site hosts.

By Angus Munro, AFA Stud Breeding Manager

Now the AFA Stud Overseer after two years with the Studs, Lachie Barrett 
put his working knowledge to the test in the Junior Judging competition at 
the 2021 Hay Sheep Show and came up trumps winning the Don McNeil 
Memorial Trophy for Junior Judging.
We are fortunate to have three enthusiastic young men employed in our 
Stud business. Lachie, in his third year at AFA, is the oldest at 22 years of 
age. Peter Nadin is in his second year and as the stud groom this year is 
hoping he will have more opportunity to travel with the shedded rams than 
Lachie did in the same role last year. Peter recently received the  
Encouragement Award after competing in the 2021 Hay Sheep Show 
Blade Shearing Competition (a competition that Chris Bowman won and 
Justin Campbell placed second in). In his first year out of school, our 
newest recruit is George Sinclair, who we were delighted to bring into 
the team full time in 2021 having previously hosted his work experience 
placement.

LACHIE WINS JUNIOR JUDGING

Lachie Barrett   Winner - Junior Judging 
Hay Sheep Show 2021 

George Sinclair

Peter Nadin

Poll Boonoke 150026 x PB130028

Sire Evaluation/Trials

The AFA Stud Management Team also recognise the value of the Sire 
Evaluation scheme as another beneficial benchmarking tool. Since 2016 
we have been fortunate to include our sires at the following evaluation sites:

•  PB120020 - MerinoLink (Temora) 2016 Drop Merino Lifetime  
    Productivity Project
•  W130816 - Macquarie (Trangie) 2017 Drop Merino Lifetime  
    Productivity Project
•  PB150026 - South Australia 2017 Sire Evaluation
•  W150610 - Macquarie (Trangie) 2018 Drop Merino Lifetime  
    Productivity Project
•  PB160536 & PB160612 - Balmoral 2020 Drop Sire Evaluation
•  PB160612 - MerinoLink (Bathurst) 2021 Drop Sire Evaluation
•  PB190678 - Muresk, WA 2021 Sire Evaluation

ASBVs are generated from the data, pedigree and genomic  
information collected by Sheep Genetics members to  
provide a prediction of genetic merit. They are an indication 
of how an animal’s progeny will perform based on the genes 
they will pass on. ASBVs estimate what genes an animal  
will on average give to their offspring.
Indexes combine important production traits into one 
number. They are created by putting a weighing on each 
trait, depending on how important they are, and the breeding  
value of each animal is multiplied by this weighting to create 
a single number that is useful for ranking animals.

Wanganella 150610 x W130750



Pen of Three Ram Weaners, Hay Sheep Show 2021, with the AFA Stud Team

MerinoLink MLP 2016 & 2017 Drop Report
November 2020
The F1 ewe progeny of PB120020 (2016 Drop Evaluation) ranked 
in the top 3 for their Raw CFW and Adjusted Sire Average CFW 
measurements in the yearling and the second, third and fourth adult 
stages. PB120020’s ewe progeny were also in the top 3 for eye 
muscle diameter at the hogget and third and fourth adult stage.

Macquarie MLP 2017 & 2018 Drop Report
March 2021 
The F1 ewe progeny of W130816 (2017 Drop Evaluation) ranked 
in the top 3 for their Raw CFW in the 4 measured stages of post 
weaning, hogget, adult 1.5 – 2.5 years and adult 2.5 – 3.5 years.  
In the adjusted sire means the CFW of the ewe progeny were in 
the top 3 for their hogget and 2nd adult weights. W130816’s ewe 
progeny were also in the top 3 for bodyweight at the hogget, first 
adult pre joining and third adult pre joining stages. In the Adjusted 
Sire Mean for body weight, the F1 daughters of W130816 were in 
the top 3 of the evaluation for their weaning, hogget, first adult and 
third adult weights.

The F1 ewe progeny of W150610 (2018 Drop Evaluation) ranked 
in the top 3 for both their GFW and CFW raw data measurements 
at the three reported stages of post weaning, hogget and first adult. 
This result was replicated in the Adjusted Sire Mean for their GFW 
and CFW measurements. In what is a rare result and indicative of a 
sire with a very good balance of traits, W150610 ranked in the top 
3 in all of the Within Site and Within Drop Indexes of DP+, MP+, FP+ 
and WP+. These indexes are calculated using both the F1 ewe and 
wether progeny of the sire.

The inclusion of wethers from the Boonoke commercial Merino flock in 
the Australian Merino Production Trial 2021/2022, at both the Wagga 
Wagga and Condobolin sites, will be another genetic appraisal  
opportunity for the AFA Stud Team to consider. The Wanganella blood 
Boonoke commercial flock is one of 35 teams entered, with Poll  
Boonoke clients, the Finlay Family at Morven, NSW, also entering 
wethers in the trial.

Boonoke Commercial 2015 Drop Ewes Black Sandhill Yards, Boonoke, Conargo

The first lambs of a newly established Poll Boonoke Prime breeding family 
will drop in 2021. Searching out a distinctive Merino type and utilising 
available industry data, Poll Boonoke ewes tending towards an almost 
exaggerated plain, large body have been identified and joined to specially 
selected sires for this lambing. The breeding objective for the Poll 
Boonoke Prime Family shifts the focus to developing exceptional meat/
carcase traits on easy care, extremely plain bodies with an emphasis on 
outstanding fecundity while maintaining wool characteristics. The Poll 
Boonoke Prime Family initiative is aimed at supplying Merino breeders 
looking to move beyond the dual purpose qualities of the Wanganella 
and Poll Boonoke sheep and magnify the carcase attributes of their flock 
without sacrificing wool quality.

Merino breeding engages you in an interesting and innovative industry 
with exceptional sustainability, however, the commercial reality is that 
superseding every other breeding motivation is flock profitability. There is 
an abundance of information and opinions available about every aspect of 
Merino breeding, but with 73,000 Merino ewes joined in the AFA business 
the Stud Management Team remain firmly focused on breeding Merino 
sheep to maximise economic returns. We are fortunate to have such an 
experienced Stud Management Team navigating the direction of the  
Wanganella and Poll Boonoke sheep. Productive, Balanced, Measured 
remains the key to our stud breeding objectives ... and in that order.

Poll Boonoke Prime Family

The excitement of loading up a selection of shedded 2020 drop rams  
and heading off to the Hay Merino Sheep Show on 19 June 2021, 
following a disappointing year of cancelled Merino sheep shows and field 
days, was intensified by Poll Boonoke’s 4th win of the Ian Lilburne Sheep 
Classing Trophy.
A relatively new class in the Hay Sheep Show schedule, the trophy is 
awarded to the winner of the Pen of Three Ram Weaners, which is  
branded a Dual Purpose Event, and is for March Shorn Rams showing 
their lambs teeth judged along dual purpose lines of 50/50 meat and 
wool. Poll Boonoke has won the title for the last three shows and four 
times in total, with two seconds and a third to make up the tally for the 
last seven shows, which attracts a fabulous line up of stud sheep each 
year from NSW, Victoria and South Australia as well as the impressive 
flock sheep entries from the local district.

DUAL PURPOSE WIN AT HAY



ASBVs: Auction rams will be displayed with ASBVs sourced from the 
MerinoSelect 21 August 2021 database analysis.

Auction Catalogue: An easy to print catalogue format will be available 
online in early September. A printed catalogue booklet will be available 
on auction day. Contact Robyn at the Boonoke Office on 1800 675 729 
or rsmith@austfood.com.au if you would like a copy of the catalogue 
forwarded to you.

Auction Agents: Elders and Nutrien, Deniliquin will be the agents in 
conjunction for the auction. Elders will settle the 2021 auction. Rams 
are auctioned at prices exclusive of GST, with GST added to the invoice.

Outside Agents: A 3% rebate is offered to Outside Agents who advise 
the details of potential purchasers prior to 9 am on auction day to 
the Boonoke Office or the Auction Agents, and settle an auction ram 
purchase on behalf of that client within 7 days. A 1% rebate is offered 
to Outside Agents who settle an auction ram purchase invoice on behalf 
of a client within 7 days.

AuctionsPlus: The 2021 Ram Auction will again be interfaced on 
AuctionsPlus. Potential buyers wanting to use AuctionsPlus must ensure 
that they have registered and completed the AuctionsPlus Buyer  
Induction Course. auctionsplus.com.au

Topping Up: For Auction Buyers unable to secure their total ram 
requirement during the auction, a limited number of $1,800 + GST 
rams will be available for selection at the Ramshed after the auction to 
finalise orders, as will a selection of $1,050 + GST flock grade rams at 
the Boonoke Woolshed. See one of the AFA Stud Team at the conclusion 
of the auction if you need to make a selection.

Pre Auction Inspection: If you are unable to attend the Open Day on 
2 September, please contact one of the AFA Stud Team to arrange a pre 
auction inspection of the rams.

Selection Appointments: Appointments to select Flock Grade Rams 
can be arranged by submitting a ram order form (an online option is 
available at www.austfood.com.au) or by contacting Angus Munro or 
the Boonoke Office with your ram requirements; we will then confirm a 
selection appointment date and time with you.

Ram Deliveries: We highly recommend that you take your rams home 
after the auction or a private selection, but for those clients who require 
it we will arrange district deliveries of rams and they will be delivered off 
shears.

Health Status: The Wanganella & Poll Boonoke Merino Studs are Ovine 
Brucellosis Accredited Free Flocks and have an OJD MN3 Flock Status 
in the National Johne’s Disease Market Assurance Program. The  
Wanganella and Poll Boonoke Studs are Owner Declared Footrot Free.

Semen Marketing Rights: Australian Food & Agriculture Company 
Limited retains 50% semen marketing rights from all Wanganella & Poll 
Boonoke rams sold either by auction or private treaty, unless otherwise 
varied by negotiation prior to sale.

PURCHASING WANGANELLA & POLL BOONOKE RAMS IN 2021

AFA RAM AUCTION
60 WANGANELLA & 140 POLL BOONOKE

Wednesday 15 September 2021
Inspection from 9.30 am

Auction commences at 12.30 pm
Auction interfaced on AuctionsPlus

PRIVATE SELECTIONS OF GRADE RAMS
Appointments available from
Thursday 16 September 2021

2021 grade prices are
$1,800 + GST,  $1,050 + GST  &  $850 + GST

FOR THE RECORD .....
In excess of 100 years of Wanganella breeding was on offer when 
Shaun Larkings and Janine Fisher dispersed 1,173 classed breeding 
ewes from their property ‘Glenrovan’ at Tottenham, NSW in March 2021 
via AuctionsPlus. Joined to Wanganella rams and August shorn, the 
entire offering was sold to a single buyer who went to $417 to acquire 
354 3-year old ewes and $407 for 266 4-year olds. The Wanganella 
Stud has been greatly honoured by the four generation commitment of 
the Larkings family to the Wanganella bloodline and our best wishes go 
to Shaun & Janine in their new endeavours.  

Congratulations to the MacDonald Family at Blackall, Qld who exhibited 
the Champion Ewe at the Blackall Show, Tambo Show and Queensland 

State Sheep Show at Longreach this year. Chris Bowman selects rams 
from Wanganella & Poll Boonoke for the Bloomfield flock. 

Peter & Meegan McCarten and Family continued their strong  
performance record in the 2021 Lake Cargelligo Maiden Merino Ewe 
Competition, placing 2nd. Their Wanganella blood Nargoon flock is 
classed by Michael Elmes.

Tom Simpson, Hay, NSW was very pleased when he sold 490 Wanganella 
blood wethers for $176.60 at Griffith in September 2020. 

Towalba Merino Stud exhibited the Grand Champion Ram and Supreme 
Exhibit at the Warren Show in June 2021, their champion 4 tooth ram 
being an AI son of Wanganella 151992. Congratulations to the Kopp  
Family and their Stud Classer, Chris Bowman. 

IN 2021 THE WANGANELLA & POLL BOONOKE RAMS WILL BE AT:
Midstate Merino Field Day   
Tuesday 27 July  Marra Hall

Sheep Connect 
2 & 3 August  Hamilton Showground

Nyngan Ag Expo   
Saturday 7 August  Nyngan Showgrounds

Riverina Sheep Expo  Friday 13 August  
Edward River Oval, Deniliquin

National Merino Sheep Show & Exhibition  
24 & 25 August  Mudgee Showgrounds

South West Slopes Merino Breeders Field Day
Tuesday 31 August  Harden Showgrounds

Wanganella & Poll Boonoke On Property Open Day
Thursday 2 September  Boonoke Woolshed, 
Conargo

Westech Field Days 2021   
7 & 8 September  Barcaldine Showgrounds

Adelaide Royal Show   
8 - 10 September  Adelaide Showgrounds

On Property inspections of stud stock available 
by prior arrangement.



Wanganella  
& Poll Boonoke  
Merino Studs

Boonoke Office
“Boonoke” Conargo Road  

Deniliquin NSW 2710
Freecall: 1800 675 729

Facsimile: 03 5884 6701
Email: admin@austfood.com.au

Stud Principal   
Australian Food & Agriculture Company

Angus Munro
Breeding Manager

0437 929 195
amunro@austfood.com.au

Chris Bowman
Stud Consultant & AFA Commercial Classer

0429 935 101 
chris.bowman@westnet.com.au

Forbes Murdoch
Stud Master

0429 358 590
forbesm2014@gmail.com

Scott Counsell
Queensland Stud Representative

0427 512 384 
lyndon1894@bigpond.com

www.austfood.com.au

AFA STUD  
CONTACT  
DETAILS

instagram: wanganella.pollboonoke

YouTube: Wanganella Poll Boonoke

POLL BOONOKE 190084 (PP)
SIRE: WIL170018
 

WANGANELLA 190305
SIRE: W170470
 

WANGANELLA 190581
SIRE: GF160001
 

Poll Boonoke 190084 is an ET bred son of Willandra 
Poll 170018. He has a pure face and eyes, and a 
long muzzle. A plain bodied, well shaped ram, he 
has a straight topline with extra width across the 
loin and an ideal square behind. PB190084 has 
tremendous length of staple and bright, shafty wool 
on a productive skin. He is a bold medium wool dual 
purpose sire.

Wanganella 190305 is a grandson of proven  
Wanganella sire 130844. He has a very pure sirey 
head. W190305 is a barrely ram with a great topline 
and wide hocks. His dense bold medium wool  
features lock structure and softness.

Wanganella 190581 is an AI bred ram sired by 
Greenfields 160001. He has a great outlook with well 
covered head featuring a wide horn setting and a 
pure face. A square, plain bodied ram with wool right 
down to his points, W190581 has good bone and a 
straight top line. His white, medium, crimpy wool is 
well nourished, stylish and soft. 

SEMEN SIRES Semen orders can be placed online at www.austfood.com.au

In addition to PB190678, sold by private treaty to Haddon Rig in 2020, some of the other 2019 drop rams that we used in our in our own breeding program and who 
now have lambs on the ground follow. COVID meant that their inspection as a shedded ram last year was limited, but as for PB190678, semen is available. They are in 
the Ramshed again this year, so contact one of the Stud Team if you would like to inspect them.

In July 2001, cutting short his retirement, Forbes 
Murdoch, OAM, accepted an invitation to class 
for the Boonoke Merino Stud, so his remarkable 
career in the Merino industry now includes 20 years 
working in the Riverina. In late 2004 AFA Chairman, 
Colin Bell, appointed Forbes to the position of Stud 
Master, giving him the responsibility for classing and 
directing the breeding programs for what at the time 
were the three FSF Studs - Boonoke, Poll Boonoke 
and Wanganella. One of Forbes’ most momentous 
undertakings whilst at AFA was to reunite the 
Boonoke & Wanganella stud ewes back into a single 
stud flock - 130 years after the Peppin’s Wanganella 
stud flock was drafted up for new owners the Austin 
(Wanganella) and Falkiner (Boonoke) families. There 
have been numerous broad ribbons awarded to the 
AFA show sheep over the last 20 years; including 
many Grand Champions at the various shows  
attended, Australian Supreme Merino Ram, a string  

of Riverina Rams of the Year, Australian Champion  
Hogget Merino Ram at Hay Sheep Show and the 
Champion March Shorn Australian Merino All 
Purpose Ram at the Australian Sheep & Wool Show. 
Over the last 10 years in particular, genetics from 
both the Wanganella & Poll Boonoke studs have 
been used extensively across Australian stud flocks 
via ram and semen sales, further magnifying Forbes’ 
influence across the Australian Merino industry 
during his career. Colin Bell said of Forbes Murdoch, 
“....Forbes is a stand out for his skill, passion and 
natural Merino intuition and his place in our industry 
is unsurpassed.” Forbes has been integral to the 
development of the Wanganella & Poll Boonoke 
sheep, we have been very fortunate to benefit from 
his Merino wisdom and experience at AFA for the 
last 20 years and we look forward to him continuing 
to be a key member of the AFA Stud Team for years 
to come.

 FORBES MURDOCH - 20 YEARS AT AFA


